NEGF-HF method in molecular junction property calculations.
Electron-electron interaction is an essential issue in predicting the properties of a molecular conduction junction. An accurate treatment requires taking proper account of the potential distribution across the junction as well as for the change in electronic structure under the external voltage drop. Another important point is the necessity to treat molecules as open quantum systems. In this paper we address these issues within the framework of the non-equilibrium Green's function formalism at the Hartree-Fock level (NEGF-HF), which permits a self-consistent treatment of the problem. We apply the method to study the experimentally observed asymmetry in the I-V curves with respect to polarity of voltage bias in Hg-Au junctions containing bilayers of alkanethiols of various chain lengths. The origin of the effect is suggested to be the asymmetric behavior of the character of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the junction at opposite biases, which leads to different effective barriers for electron transfer across the junction at opposite signs of the voltage drop. The calculated potential profile shows the capacitor-like nature for the junction with the weak link.